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TELETl'"PE CODE 
LBM 12/56 

L· /o3 

In ordinary telegraph transmission, intelligence is rela�red 
from one point to another by the making and breaking of the signal line. 
An operator at one end '\-'rould open or close a telegraph key and cause a 
sounder at the receiving end to emit pulses of sound which could then be 
translated into characters by the other operator, trained to recognize 
the various code combinations. During the latter part of the nineteenth 
century, telegraphy took a ·step forward by substituting a mechanical send
ing·mechanism for the old telegraph key, and a printer for the receiving 
station. 

The new method of printing telegraphy, however, required modifi
cation of the old signaling method. The primary change has been in time 
control of the transmitted pulses. Specified time intervals or pulse 
lengths have replaced the, somewhat arbitrary, dot-dash system. 

As devised by Jean Baudot, a French Signal Officer, the newer 
code requires that each character have a certain number of current and no
current time intervals ( MARK or SPACE pulses ) to indicate a particular 
code combination. It was decided that the intelligence portion of each 
complete character should have five of these time intervals. It may be 
seen that with two possibilities ( MARK or SPACE ) for five pulses: 

z2 = 32 possible code combinations 

Therefore, with the addition of an upper case, (figures) the Teletype Prin
ter is capable of performing twice as many operations (printing o-r· perform
ing a function) as the number of available code combinations. 
In the lower case, or letters, we have the 26 letters of the alphabet plus 
6, so-called, 11functions11• These functions are mechanical operations of the 
printer as opposed to the actual printing of a character. 
They include: 

Letters ( LTRS ) = Eithe� shifting the typebox to the letters segment or, as 
in the Ml5, shifting the platen down. 

Figures ( ·FIGS ) = Just the opposite of letters 

Space � Moving the printing mechanism to leave a blank between 
words. 

Carriage Return ( C.R. ) � Returning the printing mechanism to the left 
margin. 

Line Feed ( L.F. ) =Feeding the paper out of the printer. 
I 

Blank = All pulses spacing -- used for various operations 

The length or time duration of the individual pulses is determined 
by the operating period of the various cams and levers that cause the signal 
line contacts to open and close. It may be seen, then, that as the operating 
speed increases, the pulse length decreases. 
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Teletyoe Code - 2 l.. -I (,J If 

At this time three basic speeds are in pouular usa�e. lpey are: 
368rpm; 46orpm; and 600rpm. An expressi;n, of these sp�eds, in ciTtrords-per-minute11 
has been roughly auprox:imated by dividinf! each figure by 6. ( This assumes that 
a "word" is composed of five characters and a space ). Thus, 368 becomes 60 
words�per-minute, 460 becomes 75 words-�er-minute and 6oo becomes 100 words-per
minute. For maintenance or other technical pur-ooses, ho1-1ever, it is far more 
accurate to deal only with actual shaft speeds. 

If, for every revolution of the transmitting shaft, a complete 
character is transmitted, we may refer to 368 characters or 368 operations
per-minute ( opm ). This breaks down: 

(a ) (b) 
368 

6o 
= operations-per-second = 6.13 1 second = length of one operation = .163 sec. 

6.13 

(c) At 368opm, then, one operation take .163 seconds or: 163 miilisecon£�s.) 

To maintain synchronism between the sender and the receiver, it 
is necessary to establish a starting noint and a stoping point. Consequently, 
to our character c ombination of five pulses there has been added a c:TtRT pulse 
and a STOP pulse. These pulses are not considered informa.tion pulses. In the 
systems used by most companies, the STlRT pulse is the: same length as an information 

" pulse while the STOP pulse is somewhat longer. The c.:TQp pulse is longer to insure 
that the receiving machineuas time to complete detection of the last information 
pulse before the transmitter begins a new charGcter. The STOP pulse, in most 
cases, is 1.42 ·( or 142;6 ) times as long as the START or information pulse. 
If we designate the STJ.�T ( or standard pulse length ) as 1 unit, we have: 

(d) 
START = 1 Unit 
Information pulse= 5 Units 

STOP = 1,42 Units 

7.42 

( (e) 7.42 is known as the UNIT CODE 

(, 

l, 

Western Union, as an alternate example, has a STOP pulse the same 
length as the STJ.RT or information pulse. Hi th all seven pulses the same duration, 
Western Union would be operating with a 7�00 Unit Code. 

To determine the time duration of any pulse: 

(f) .163 sec ( time for one complete operation ) 
= 21.96 or 22ms.= 1 Unit 

7.42 ( units ) 

(g) 
�1.96 X 1.42 = 31.18ms or 31ms. 

(h) The START or information pulse ( 1 Unit ) = 22ms. 
(i) The STOP pulse ( 1,42 Units ) = 11ms. 
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TeletyPe Code - 3 

The normal, or ''rest" con0ition of the signal line is closed, that 
is, with current on the line. If the normal condition is closed, the beginning 
or START pulse must alter that condition. Obviously, then, the ST.t.RT pulse must 
be no-current or SPICING. The end of the transmission must return the signal 
line to its normal condition so the STc•P pulse must be current or W.RKING. 
As seen on an oscilloscope and assuming no distortion, the character 'Y'- would 
look like this: 

t � l �td .z.z,���.s f 221'1/.:J I ..2.ZN-S f �.,·1 .S/41� r 

(j)::��l�rAR� I I Z I 3 l ¥ I $ :SToP 

I /63 A}:S >i 
The character 1Y! is most often used for illustration and test 

purposes because every other pulse is different. As indicated on the rulers, 
ho wever, the informntion pulses ( between the STPRT and STOP pulses ) may 
vary according to the character selected. It

,
has been noted that the STOP 

pulse is 1.42. times as long as the �.;TtRT or information pulse. This, of 
course. assumes continuou.::. operation. rthennse the STOP pulee mir,rt bt. 
31ms. 31 minutes or ten days -- depending upon when the next character was 
transmitted. 

POLAR OPERATION: Up until now. only NEUTRAL operation has been considered. 
In Neutral operation, a SPACE is when there is no-�1rrent on the line and 
a MA,RK is when there is current on the line ( 60ma or ?Oma ) . In Polar OP
eration, there is current on the line at all times and it .is the difference 
between the current. polarity that determines whether a ¥�RK (+) or a 

SP.f!.CE (- ) is being transmitted. Oviously the printer could not be hooked, 
directly, to a polar signal becau�e current, no matter what polarity, would 
energize the selector magnets. 

!2f!ID. ( from Baudot· ) : An expression which combines shaft speed ( operations
per..:;second ) and unit code into one usable term or figure. It also indicates 
the maximum number of pulses-per-second. It is derived by multiplying the 
operations-per-second by the unit code: 

(k) 
368 opm = 6.13 ops/sec X ?.42 ( Unit Code ) = 45.5 = Baud 

60 

L·Jo(' 

A/A-M 

;§ .;1 /1<::8 

In the case of Western Union, both the operations-per-second and shaft speed differ: 

(1) 390 opm = 6.5 ops/sec X ?.00 ( Unit Code ) = 45.5 =Baud 
00 I 
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It may be seen, in the above illustrations, that although both 
shaft speed and unit code differ, and \vestern Union machine may operate with 
any Teletype product because their BPJJD is the same. 

PQT CYClE FREQUENCY: Each YiliRK-to-SPACE transition comprises a rectangular wave. 
Any rectangula.r wave is made-up of a fundamental sine wave plus a number of 
sub harmonic frequencies. This fundamental, or Dot Cycle Frequency of any 
character may be determined b,y dividing the length of one YJffiK-to-SPACE 
transition into one. Inasmuch as the character 'Y' changes from �.RK to 
SPACE ever.y other pulse, one MARK-to-SPACE transition would be equal to 
the length of two pulses or .044sec. 

(m) 1 � approx. 2)cps = Dot Cycle Frequency of cha�acter 1Y1 
.044 

The character 'M' ( 3,4 & 5 MARK ) does not have as ma11Y transitions as tyt. 
For 'M'. the ST . .ART, first and second pulse would be one part, while the 
third,, fourth and fifth pulses would be the other part of its rectangular 
wave form. 

(n) START + First + Second 
Third + Fourth + Fifth 

= 66ms. 
= 66ms, 

132ms. 

1 = approx. 8cps � Dot Cycle Frequency of character 'M' 
.132 

The Dot Qycle Frequency is important in determining the necessary bandpass for 
Teletype transmission. If the highest frequency can get through, all others 
m�. Consequently, the character •Y•, with the maximum number of transitions, 
providf;'S this ms.ximum or reference frequency. :rt: has been found that the 
fundamental frequency plus the next ten or eleven harmonics provides a good 
signal. The BELL system, however uses only the third or fourth ( around 89cycles ) 
for their bandpass. 
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SIGNtL DISTORTION . 
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For purposes of illustration Teletype pulses are shown as perfect rectangular 
�aveshapes with sharp transitions and precise timing. This optimum condition is 
seldom, if ever, found in actual practice. 

' 
The modification of the original, rectangular waveshape is called Distortion. 

The Total Distortion to any signal is broken-down into three catagories for purposes 
of classification but it is important to note that any signal may contain all three 
components of distortion. The three components of distortion are: 

Bias Distortion 
Characteristic Distortion 

Fortuitous Distortion 

Bias and Characteristic Distortion are combined in the term Systematic 
Distortion because both occur in response to natural law and, consequentlY, either 
is roughly predictable. With the third element, Fortuitous Distortion, ·every · 

po�sible modification is accounted for -- and labeled Total Distortion. 

Bias Distortion 

( Bias. Distortion effects all pulses uniformly and its effect upon a MARK 
is opposite to its effect upon a SPACE. Bias may effect either the beginning or 
the end of an impulse but inasmuch as the selector always begins with the MARK-to
SPACE tr�nsition of the Start ptilse, the total effect of bias i�'to advance or 
retard the leading edge of any impulse with respect to the Start pulse. 

Before illustrating Bias, it will be necessary to indicate the effect, 
upon � signal pPlse, b,y the resistive, inductive and capacitive elements in the 
signal �ine. 

'•m-4 -----, 

( 1. Perfect MARK impulse 
tPmq . 

I 

( 

2. Line INDUCTANCE opposes sudden transitions 
of current. Inductance from Line Relays 
and/or selector magnet coils. 

� ...:7.::2../115 .... 1-<;:,...,-

3• Line CAPACITJ\N·CE shunts the signal line � 1reventing rapid current build-up and, thus, 
'" '1;ur-t;.ber sloping the edges of the wav�. 

-
t . 
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The impulse in figure J is more likely to be found at the receiving 
printer than the one ( figure 1 ) impressed at the transmitter. The impulse seen 

�· in figure J, as applied to the selector magnets of the printer, will be used to ( �.illustrate Bias Distortion. It will be noted that this waveshape builds up to 
its 6oma level gradually -- due to the reactive elements of the signal line. 

Instead of picking-up at the leading edge 
of the pulse ( T1), the selector magnet will � energize at a somewhat later time -- say, � 

for example, at T2 -- or whenever the current � (� has reached a level where it generates suff- 'I 
icient magnetic attraction. This point, T2, � would be the beginning of the MP�K impulse � as far as the selector was concerned. 

! 

joe 2./#J5 
I 

I 

I 

I 

77A�..r:= .. 

� 

When, at the end of the transmitted pulse, the current again starts towards Oma., the 
selector armature should, theoretically, fall aw� at TJ. The trailing edge of the 
impulse, however, also slopes and, consequently, a definite time will have elapsed 
before the armature will drop away (T4). Notice that �.2 and T4 are not identical 

• current values. The de-energization point will be a lbwer value due to residual , 

( magnetism in the coils and, conctivably, to weak spring tension. 

:5-/11/rz:> #I� ::5..,-o 

� j..-The time between when the armature should 
attract (T1} and when it does attract (T2) 
is known as SPACE-to;..MARK TRANSITION DEl.AY. 
(abbreviated S-MTD) 
The time between when the armature should 
drop away ( TJ) and when . it does drop 
away (T4) is known as V.J,RK-to-SPACEj TRANS-
ITION DELAY ( M-STD ) . · 

� r-

7i 
" 77�; .... ( If the S�MTD is equal to the M-STD, the pulse as seen by the selector would be undistorted. 

If the S-MTD is greater than the M-STD the pulse has been shortened and the condition 
is known as SP-ACING BI.AS 

If the M-STD is greater than the S-}ITD the pulse has been lengthened and the condition 
is known as MARKING BIAS 

( l'he BELL System uses the follovd.ng formula to determine the actual Bias condition 
in milliseconds (ms. ). The sign of the result indicates whether the Bias is ¥..iRKING 
( +) or SPACING (-: ) • 

(, M-STD - S-MTD = ms. Bias 
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· · This example of Bias Distortion illustrdes that although the M-STD may . 
; ·· not equal the S-l>ITD, the two will be consistent for any given circuit and/or adjust

ment • . It will be noted, also, that the effect of Bias will: 

!( 

a) Be the opposite to a SPACE from its effect upon a MARX. 
b) Be consistent for any character combination. 

. . 
��aracteristic Distortion 

L·ID9 

. . . , Characteristic Distortion, as the name implies, is determined by the signal 
�ine characteristics.. That is, the resistance, capacitance and inductance.; This tyPe 

. .of dist()rtion will effect different characters in different .. wa.ys but it will always 
' ·  be consistent for the same character. In neutral operation, Characteristic Distortion 

\.dll effect Bias. 
' i 

1 

Characteristic Distortion has varying effects upon different characters. 
/because the circuit's reactance will have less chance to be'come sta.bilized when 

· 

'characters with many current transitions are applied ( /.f yt , for example ) than! when 
·(, -:lharacters with few transitions are applied ( 1M1, for( example ) • It may be said 
· · .... that the effect of Characteristic Distortion is inversely proportional to the 

··; 

Dot ey:cle Frequency of the character. transmitted. 

, . .. l The contrasts between :chara.cteristic Di stortion and Bias may be S'\lmmarized 
as follows: 

1. The. effect of .. Characteristic Pistortiop depends upon the length of the imPulse 
:transmit:ted. The effect of•Bias is independent of the length of the impulses.· 

c 

2. ; For a given length of impulse, the effect of Characteristic Distortion is . 
independent of whether it is a marking or spacing impulse. The effect of Bias ' 

.( · 

("s alwa;p opposite on a mark to what it is on a space. 

�\' -...,... "" j 

;{ 

(, 

J. Characteristic Distortion is related to the amount and arrangement of the 
capacitance, inductance and resistance o:' a cir.:::uit. Except in neutral operation, 

l' . these factors do not effect Bias. 

4. Bias is caused by unequal marking and spacing line current, bi'ased relays etc., 
,conditions which do not effect Characteristic Distortion. 

.5. Characteristic Distortion, because it is due to the capacitance, inductance 
and resistance of a eircuit, which� except for the resi stance, are unchanging in 
value, varies only a small amount from day to day. Bias, 'because it is· caused 
,by unever� potentials, relays losing adjustment e,tc. , may vary from hour to hour. 

liM L1 114 W<c1kl /..J W!lH;: } f"fHOt,�O. (.HICAt�O 
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�" fortuitous Distortion 

(. This form of distortion covers such unpredictable occurances as sudden 
. . batter.y fluctuations or loose ground connections. This distortion may effect any 

portion of any character a.nd little or no compensation may be made for it. 

f( 

i· (· .
. 

·
· 
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.RANGE '· .. . , 
lll Tele.type receivers ·( i.e. printers , perforators etc. ) are equipped. with 

a range scale. 1 In evecy case, the function of the range scale is to. orient the 
mechar:lical S,elector. to the electrical Signal to obtain rnaxil'lltl.n Selecting margins., 

1 ' . The selecting interval of the impulse ( i.e. when the actual. selection is 
·made } is only 20� of the pulse width or 4.4ms. Consequently a perfect selector 
should be able to tolerate 40� distortion of both leading and trailing portions of 
·an impulse. 

, . . In a perfect impulse of 22ms duration , the nAce�sary 20% selecting interval 
.would be :in the center with a range reading of 10 to 110: 
., 
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If 2� M.Aib<ING END DISTORTION ( an artificially produced characteristic 
distortion used· to test acceptance -- in this case it would extend the leadi.ng 

tedge of the pu1se ) were introduced, the range would shift in order to maintain 
'the selecting interval in the middle of the pulse : 

r- �-········ . l 

J
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Range - 2 

If 20% SPACING END DISToRTICN were introduced the range would shift in an 
opposite'direction: 

� ' 

JTl j1o • ·1 //a 
.... 

' 
'-

.....; 
' ( I \· t. __________ � . .... :.sa """1.

.
10- � -· - '0 

'!lJ ' ' 
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. , , IJ1 any situation there is a standard procedure for detennining t�e proper . · 
;setting tor;the range scale: I 

·a) ! Determine the high and low points on the range 
b) �"Mel the high point to the .. low point and divide 

Jrange :illustrations ) 

scale by obser�ng e;ro�s in copy. 
b,y two� { See examples �n 
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Most of the 1n.formation on Signal Distortion and Range was t aken from: 

. PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY APPLIED TO TELEPHONE & TELr;:GRAPH 1/'lORK - A. T. &T Long Lines 

( : I < ' · ( 195;3) 
j •• ME,ASU�EMENT OF SELECTING MARGINS - W.J. Zenner ( 1937) . 

FEDERAL AIRWAYS MANUAL OF OPERATIONS, Vol. IV Civil .Areonau�ics Adminis. · ( 1944) 
'j·· :'l'ELETYPEi'I'IRITER TRAINING MATERIAL - A.T.&T. Co . (1947) 
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M28 KEYBOARD 
FROM DEPRESSION OF KEYLEVER 

TO TRIPPING OF CLUTCH 

OOOE LEVER BAIL 
EXTENSION 

OOD£ LEVER BAIL r'd _\ 

OODE LEVER 

CLUTCH 

1.� I/ Z. 

CODE BAR BAIL LATCH LEVER 

CODE BARS 

CLUTCH TRIP BAR 

CODE LEVER BAIL LATCH LEVER 

I 

CODE BAR BAIL LATCH LEVER 

BAR BAIL 

CLUTCH TRIP BAR ·CODE BAR 

Depressing KEYLEVER �oves 

CODE LEVER rotates 

CODE LEVER BAIL releases 

CODE LEVER BAIL LATCH LEVER depresses 

CODE BAR BAIL LATCH LEVER unlatches 

CODE BAR BAIL releases 

CODE BA.'1S 
(unselected code bars are 

blocked by the operated 
code lever) 

CLUTCH TRIP BAR operates 

CLUTCH TRIP BAIL and 
CLUTCH STOP LEVER trips 

CLUTCH and CAM SLE�E rotates 
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M28 KEYBOARD Fh.;..Jt.! TRIPPING OF CLUTCH 

TO OPEP..ATION. OF CONTACT 

ROCKER BAIL-----� 

CODE BAR ----...! 

TOGGLE EXTENSION--------, 
DETENT LEVER -------. 

FLUTTER LEVER ·� 

TRANSFER LEVER 

KEYBOARD CONTACT 
ASSEMBLY 

"'-...-- '• FLUTTER CAM 

L· 113 

COlJE BARS moye 

TRANSFER LEVERS move CLUTCH trips and CAM SLEEVE rotates, raising 

SELECTOR LEVERS actuate 

ROCKER BAIL and ROCKER BAIL EXTENSION moves 

unselected INTERMEDIATE LEVER out or the path or 

FLUTTER LEVER drives 

selected INTERMEDIATE LEVER rotates 

OSCILLATOR LEVER moves 

DETENT TOGGLE and TOGGLE EXTENSION to open 
or close the signalling contact

.--· 
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M28 PR!N'l'�K SELECTION 

SELECTOR MAGNET POLE PIECES----------U..CJ 

SELECTOR ARMATURE 7 

START LEVER 1/ 

STOP ARM BAIL CAM-----------

STOP ARM BAIL ----...,------------1.--t 

L.·lllf> 

SELECTOR MAGNET COILS 

".-<'"<-----------SELECTOR CLUTCH DRUM 

fl;::f? ) .CLUTCH SHOE LEVER 

/ STOP ARM 

,-------SELECTOR ARMATURE 

:s��CING ... LOC�_J,EVER � 1 = 23 MARKING LOCK LEVER 
� 

PUSH LEVER R ESET BAIL--------J 

PUSH LEVER -----------------� 

SELECTING L EVER----------/ 

� EXTENSIONS ON.MARKING 
LOCK LEVER 

--FROT\JT REAR� 

Start pulse received in SELECTOR MAGNET COILS releases 

ARMATURE unblocks 

START LEVER releases 

STOP ARM BAIL and STOP ARM 

CLUTCH trips and SELECTOR CAM SLEEVE rotates 

PUSH LEVER RESET BAIL resets 

PUSH LEVERS to the rear ( spacing ) position 

ARMATURE attracted (markinz ) permits 

SELECTING L EVER to move behind 

PUSH LEVER drops down 

SELECTING L�� moves 

PUSH L�l.ER forward to its marking 
position 

f 
ARlilATURE unattracted (��.£.illiL) blocks 

HARKING LOCK LEVER 

HARKING LOCK LEVER EXTE...T\JSIONS block 

SELECTING .LEVER causing PUSH LEVER to 
remain on top of SELECTI�G LEVER 
and to the rear in its spacing 
position 
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SELECTOR 

STOP ARM BAIL CAM-----------, 

NUMBER S SELECTOR LEVER CAM------, 

NUMBER 4 SELECTOR LEVER CAM------, 

NUMBER 3 SELECTOR LEVER CAM----"'"'1; 

SPACING LOCK LEVER CAM------,. 

MARKING LOCK l.E:VER CAM ----..... 

NUMBER 2 SELECTOR LEVER CAM 

PUSH LEVER RESET BAIL CAM---.... 

CODE BAR CUJTCH TRIP CAM----.... 

Hagnets 

Selector Clutch Drum 

� 

Stop .Arm Bail 

� 

�. .� � � 

110�T OF THE SWRT LEV?R 

1. The armature drops down for the first pulse, the ST.tRT 

pulse, which is always SPACING. The Start lever drops over 
the armature extension, holding the armature spacing. The 
Start lever is connected to the Stop trm Bail -- as the Start 
Lever moves over the armature extension, the �top Arm Bail 
is forced into the indent of its cam -- causing the Selector 
Clutch Stop Arm ( shown as one piece ��th the Bail, for illus
tration purposes ) to fall away and allow the clutch to engage 

"
and begin rotating. 

2. .As the Selector cam begins rotating, the reverse action 
takes place. The Stop !rm Bail extension rides to the high 
part of the front cam, forcing the Start Lever clear of the 
armature extension and pulling the Selector Clutch Stop Arm 
back again�t the clutch drum where it will be in nosition 
to stop the Selector clutch after one revolution. 

NOTE: Because the Stop Arm Bail Cam ( Front Cam ) has only 
one indent, the Start Lever may not fall over the armature 
again during the cycle. 

2. 

Sta 

:r.:agnets 

�ature ( Hight be either spacing 
or marking at this time) 

r--· 
I 

' 
' 

"'\ 

�}� 
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Spacing 
lock 

Lever 

2. 

� � 1 

r-:arking 
Lock 
Lever 

,...,, ) .�. 

Hagnets 

�ature 

Double \ 
(Lock) ; 

Cam 1 
- _, 

/ 

"' � ·� 

SELECTOR NECHf.1"'S!''i DURING SPACTIJG IT-P'tJLC:E 

1. Hagnets are de-energized and armature drops down. S9acing 
Lock Lever falls over top of armature, holding it spacing. Spacing 
Lock Lever rides into indent of double (LOCI\) cam. 
2. hlith the armature down (Spacing), the �arking Lock Lever 
is blocked. The projection on the Marking Lock Lever rides 
in the air over the indent in the double cam. 
3. As the Selector cam indent comes into line, the Selector LevQr 
attempts to move back into the indent. Because the Harking 
Lock Lever is being blocked by th" armature extension (2), the 
Selector Lever is blocked by the arm on the Marking Lock Lever. 
The Push Lever moves forward, slightly, but not far enough to 
drop off onto the Selector Lever Guide. 

Note: 
RmS TO 

B3T.iE!'.:N EJ.CH PULc::E, Tir;; Y.ARKING J11D SPICING LOCK L'?VERS 
J HIGH P.ART OF THE DCUBLE C.AM AND 1--:ovs GLEAR OF THE 

.?..ID'lL TUR'S. 

J. Push Lever 

� 
(g- J �-

" 
' 

' 

'LM 
� 

�')I}�, ' 
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Spacing 
Lock 

Lever 

r:arking 
Lock 

Lever 

I""" ,..,. 

Hagnets 

�, 

� '� .�. � 

SELECTOR !•:SCHJ.NISM DURTIJG WRYING 1!-:?Ur�E 

1. Hagnets are energized and armature is -culled up. The 
Spacing Lock Lever attempts to move to the rear but is now 
blocked by the armature extension. 
2. ��'i th the armature up (Harking) • the Marking Lock Lever 
is free to be pulled to the rear by its spring. Js it moves 
to the rear, it braces the arrnc.ture against the pole pieces 
and rides into the indent of the double (Lock) cam. ( The 
Spacing Lock Lever is, at this period, riding in the air 
above that same cam indent.) 
3. The Marking Lock Lever is now out of the way so the Selector 
Lever, which has the indent of its ca� available, may fall in. 
The indents of the other Selector ca�s have eith�� oassed or 
not yet arrived, consequently only one Selector may fall in 
during any given pulse. Moving to the rear, the �elector Lever 
can no longer support the Push Lever and, con=eouently, the 
Push Lever drops down onto the �elector Lever Guide. ts 
the Selector rides out of its indent it will move fc�·ard which, 
in turn, will cause the Push Lever to be moved forward. 
Note: BB'TI{EEN SIC:.f PULSS, 'l_":E YJRKING tJ<JD s�;cn\G LC'CK L�·v�:Rs 

RIDE TO A HIGH P.ART C'F �.:coiTBLE Ci'l-f :ND 't-'J:V? CL�R CF TIIE' 
AIDTPTITR"" EJCT4j1J�·INJ. 

3. 
Push Lever 

Selector 
Lever 

Lock Lever 

��------

..... 
• 

..... 
..... 

... 
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M28' PRINTER 

� CODE BAR SHIFT BARS 

..------TRANSFER LEVERS 

PUSH LEVERS 

..... J\ . 

-INTERMEDIATE ARMS 

1 IIi lli}��fr"s��s 
TRANSFER !JUUUUU' I 

;LEVERS 

c 

l'i'� �'i� I 
I 

INTERMEDIATE ARMS 
t'\.o 

�CODEBAR 
. SHIFT LEVERS 

CODE BAR tLUTt:H, 
� 

SHif'T LEVER 
DRIVE SHAFT 

/.·1/f 

CODE BAR POSITIONING MECHANISM 

PUSH LEVERS operate 

INTERMEDIATE ARMS operate 

TRANSFER LEVER SPRINGS and 
TRANSFER LEVERS to hold 

CODE BAR SHIFT BARS against 
marking (rear ) or 
spacing (front ) 
CODE BAR SHIFT LEVERS 

then, 
' 

SELEXJTOR CAM SLEEVE operates 

CODE BAR CLUTCH TRIP LEVER ARM 
which trips 

CODE BAR CLUTCH dri vee 

SHIFT LEVER DRIVE SHAFT, 
SHIFT LEVER DRIVE ARM, and 
SHIFT LEVER DRIVE LINK c�s 

CODE BAR SHIFT LEVERS position ,, 
CODE BAR SHIFT BARS and 
CODE BARS to the .left (marking ) , 

or �o the right .( spacing ) . 
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M:28 PRINTER: 
1...�/f' 

VERTICAL POSITIONING OF THE TYPE.BOX 

LOWERMOST 

LETTERS 

LEFT 
r--...,--;--r-4-,---, I I

I 
MARKING I SPACING I 11 

I 
I 
I 

RIGHT 
r---r-4-T-4 -T---,, 

CODE BAR I 4 a 5 5. I 5 1 4 a 5 
. I MARKING I SPACING !MARKING 1 SPACING I { 

I !SPACING I MARKING I t 1 4 &51 _5 -'--� _14 _&5_1! 
�>I"ACING MAI'IKING ::iPACING MAKKI NG J  

COMM 

2 

1 

SUPP 

r-�--
, 

TOP 

1 ROW 
t------
1 2!tl2 l ROW 

.._ __ _ 

I 3BQ I ROW 
�---
1 
I BOTTOM 
I' ROW 
L--

M 
--3 4 5 

X 
1-3 4 5 

v 
-2 3 4 5 

LETTERS 

U34 5 

N H SPACE 

--3 4- --3-5 --3--

F y s 
1-3 4- 1- 3-5 1 -3--

c p I 
-2 3 4- -2 3-5 -2 3--

K Q u 
12 3 4- 12 3-5 12 3- -

3 MARKI NG I 

BLANK T 
----- ----5 

E z 
1---- 1---5 

L. F. L 
- 2 --- -2--5 

j A w 
1 2--- 12- -5 

c.� 
---4-

D 
1--4-

R 
-2 -4-

J 
12-4 -

' ., ' 
0 \ 

---' 4 51! 
I( 
1 
� 

B 
,_...;:4 5 ! 

G. ' 
! 

""2 -4 5 ' 

FIGURES 

12-4 5. I 

I 
· I 3 SPACING ·� 

I 4l.H I 3B.Q I 2NQ I 1S T  I 
I ROW I ROW I ROW I ROW I 

I I s.I I 2 riD I 3 .1m I ".{itt l L��� - l_
R���l -��- 1-�o_w_� . L----1----�----�----J 

SUPPRESSION CODE BAR 

NUMBER I CODE BAR fl "' 

COMMON CODE BAR R ui 

VERTICAL POSITIONING- <t:t===T I � 
LEVERS 

MAIN SIDE LEVER 

·MAIN SIDE LEVER 
DRIVE LINK -

MAIN ROCKER SHAFT 

ROCKER SHAFT BRACKET 

Right Side Mecham�m 

,/ I As the code ba.r clutch rotates, a. ca.m 

followei" actuates the clutch trip lever 

sh&ft �nich trips off both the function 

clutch and the type box clutch. 

TYPE BOX CLUTCH, through a. drive l ink 
and the left rocker shaft bracket, 
rotates the 

ROCKER SHAFT and the right rocker 
shaft bracket 

ROCKER SHAFT BRACKETS drive 

MAIN SIDE LEVER DRIVE LINKS move 

MAIN SIDE LEVERS move 

VERTICAL POSITIONING LEVERS raise 

TYPE BOXtCARRIAGE TRACK and TYPE BOX 

VERTICAL POSITIONING LEVER TOE buckles 
against lowermost CODE BAR in its path 
to select printing level of type box. 
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M:281 PRINTER! 
J.. ... /2.0 

:HORIZONTAL POSITIONING OF THE TYPE BOX 

�..:...--TYPE BOX ------------, "+)15 CODE BARS 
.�.J..-+-----COOE BAR 

Q, ' 
HORIZONTAL MOTION 

BELL CRANK3 

HORIZONTAL MOTION STOP SLIDES 

-�-- - --- --�- �-··;;;:.::: :.-,.;.;;o;;;�==..:� 

REVERSING SLIDE -.. 
. Y= 7Cf 

LEFT- OSCILLATifiiG · 

RA!L $HIF1:. LINKS. � 

OSCILLATING 
SHIFT SLIDE 

LEFT REVERSING ___ J 

SLI.OE BRACKET 

SHIFT SLIDE 
DRIVE LINKS ------''-

MAIN BAIL --c----------4. 

MAIN BAIL 
DRIVE BRACKET 

MAIN BAIL LINKS 

POSITIONING' 
LOCK LEVER 

'HORIZONTAL POSITIONING LOCK LEVER ARM 

The #4 and #5 CODE BARS through the 
CODE BAR BELL CRANKS control the 
HORIZONTAL STOP SLIDES 

The #3 CODE BAR, through the 
REVEHSING SLIDE SHIFT LEVEH, the 
REVEHSING SLIDE and the REVERSING SLIDE 
BRACKETS will disable the LEFT SHIFT SLIDE 
DRIVE LINK when the #3 code bar is spacing, 
and will disable the RIGHT SHIFT SLIDE 
DRIVE LINK when the #3 code bar is marking. 

As the TYPE BOX CLUTCH rotates, the ROCKER SHAFT ,moves the 
MAIN BAIL DHIVE BRACKET and the MAIN BAIL LINKS to pull the 
MAIN BAIL down. The undisabled SHIFT SLIDE DRIVE LINK, through 
its DECELERATING SLIDE, initiates the motion of the OSCILLATING 
RAIL SHIFT SLIDE. This motion is completed by the HORIZONTAL 
POSITIONING LOCK LEVER which through its LOCK L1"VEH. ARM moves 
the OSCILLATING T?J\IL SHIFT SLIDE against the longest of the 
HORIZONTAL STOP SLIDES in its path. The OSCILLATING RAIL 
SHIFT SLIDE drives the OSCILLATING RAIL SHIFT LIN!\S and the 
OSCILLATING RAIL to move the 'I'YPE BOX horizontally to its 
selected printinr, row. 
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J·i28 BORIZCNTlL ='CSITIONING 

1 , CODE BAR 
BELL CRANK 

FIGURE 2-48. STOP SLIDE POSITIONING 

L,TC 12756 

J,.. - / Z/ 

View, looking down, of the relationship betl.;een the horizontal' stop slides 
and the code bars which position them • •  The middle, or Common stop slide, 
DOT!:S NOT H.AVE A CODH; BAR f,SSC•CIJTF:D 1r-ITTH IT. It is merely spring loaded 
to the rear ( SPACING ) Hovement of tbe code bar to the left ( Hf-RY.:ING ) 

causes the bell crank to push the associated slide to 
the front. Either the upper or lower slide will carry 
the middle ( 8ommon ) �slide forward. 

Common stop slide is pushed· 
to the front ( H/:R!\ING ) by action 
of the H 5 Code Bar Gnd lower stop 
slide. # 4 Code Bar and upper stop 
slide remain in the rear ( SPICING ) • 

~ 

TID: HORIZONTIL PO�ITWNING DRIVS LINK/ GI:': ��7JLL PLW·YS STRIK": THE c: 
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2.) 

r � /"". 

#3 Code Bar SPACI�G, Left linkage partial� buckled. 
#4 & *5 ' Code bar, upper & lower horizontal stop slides. 
and common stop slide SPACING. 

The horizontal linkage drives to the LEFT, moving 
the typebox to the left. Linkage strikes the SHOlnD� 
of the cormnon horizontal stop slide. The linkage 
has traveled the l2£ST distance and, consequently 
the h���er will strike in the first row to the 
right of center. 

� 

�· r ' 

L.,. _____ , _ ____ __ _, 

�3 Code Bar 3?J..CING, Left linkage partially buckled. 
{!:4 It If " , Upner stop slide in rear 
!f5 " " 1'IARKnm, Lower & common slides to front. 

The nori zontal linkage drives to the LEFT, moving 
the t�ebox to the left. Linkage stikes the SHOULD�R 
of tbe Upper slide. The linkage bas traveled to its 
second stop and, consequently, the h��er will strike 
in the second row to the right of center. 

L ---- ------a. 

�" 

I 

3.) 

4.) 

� .� 

!128 HC'RIZCNTAL POSITIONING 
LJC 12/56 

·""" ' �� 

1f3 Coc'e Bar Ht.RKING, Right linkage partially buckled. 
!b4 
�5 

II " " , Uoner & middle· slides to front 
It " SPACING, ,Lower slide to rear 

The horizontal linkage drives to the RIGHT, moving 
the typebox to the right. Linkage strikes the SHCU!D�R 
of the Lower stop slide. The linkage has traveled 
to its third stop and, consequently, the hammer 
will strike three rows to the left of center. 

-� A 

1...----------..........._ ......... 
' 

if3 Code Bar Mf.RTUNG, Right linkage partially buckled. 
.ff4 II It II , Upper slide to front 
#5 If II " , Lower & common slide to front. 

The horizontal linkage drives to the RIGHT, moving 
the typebox to the right. Linkage strikes the SH.f.NK 
of the co��on stop slide. The linka�e has traveled 
to its fourth stop and, consequently, the harr�er 
will strike four rows to the left of center. 

,... 

-. 
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PRINTING HAMMER BAIL 

(� 

( 
PRINTING ARM--� 

( 

(, 
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' 
M28' PRINTER� ' PRINTING MFIJHANISM 

' ' . 

1..-12.3 

'"' "'- == == J ' 
II II I iII 

OPERATING BAIL LATCH 

, 

As the TYPE BOX CLUTCH rotates, the 

ROCKER SHAFT moves the 

MAIN BAIL DRIVE BRACKET, 

MAIN BAIL LINKS, 

MAIN BAIL, · �d the 

_PRINTING TRACK downward. 

The PRINTING ARM actuates the 

OPERATING BAIL LATCH to unlatch the 

PRINTING HAMMER BAIL and 

PRINTING HAMMER which stri�es the 

sel�ct•d TYPE PALLET. 
-\• 

/"-------J PRINTING HAMMER 

,-----PRINTING T RACK 

..----MAIN BAIL 

MAIN BAIL 
DRIVE BRACKET 

'------MAIN BAIL LINK 
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:M28 .. PRINTER: 

��AC�NG MECHANISM 

As the TYPE BOX CLUTCH rotates, the 
' . . 

ROCKER SHAFT and the · 

ROCKER SHAFT CAM PLATE actuate the 

.SPACING TRIP LEVER BAIL moves the 

( SPACING TRIP LEVER past the 

SPACING CLUTCH TRIP LEVER ARM. 

( 

( 

(, 

l 

SPACING TRIP LEVER BAIL SPRING moves 

SPACING TRIP LEV1� moves 

· SPACING CLUTCH TRIP LEVER ARM moves 

SPACING CLUTCH TRIP LEVER trips 

SPACING CLUTCH rotates 

SPACING SHAFT DRIVING GEAR drives 

SPACING SHAFT DRIVEN GEAR rotates 

SPACING ECCENTRICS drive 

SPACING DRUM FEED PA�VLS advance 

SPACING DRUM rotates 

DRA1'f WIRE ROPE MECHANISM to space 
the PRINTING CARRIAGE and the 
TYPE BOX CARRIAGE. 

J. • I 2. If. 

::;.. ' -- I I SPACING CLUTCH TRIP. LEVER AR M 

ROCKER SHAFT 

CAM PLATE 

SPACING TRIP LEVER BAIL 

MAIN SHAFT SPACING DRUM 
FEED PAWLS 

SPACING ECCENTRICS 

SPACING SHAFT 

DRIVEN GEAR 

J 
P RINTING CARRIAGE 

TYPE BOX CARRIAGE LINK 

' 
I 

Draw Wire Rope Mechanism 
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FUNCTION ROCKER SHAFT - -
BARS. 

FOLLOWER ARM 

FUNCTION CAM 

�M:281 ,PRINTER· 

rear-+ 

0 
. -'-··">---

__ , 

CODE BARS. 

SELECTED FUNCTION 
BAR 

UNSELECTED FUNCTION 
BAR 

FUNCTION MECHANISM 

function bar 
selected 

function bar 
unselected 

L·/zr 

As the code bar clutch rotRtes, 
through its cam follower and the. 
c lutch trip shaft, the type box 
clutch and the function clutph 
are tripped off. 

FUNCTION CLUTCH and 
FUNCTION CAM operate 

FUNCTIOn ROCKER SHAFT 'cams 

FUNCTION BAR RESET BAIL and 
RESET BAIL BLADE withdraw to let 

FUNCTION BARS sense 

CODE BARS block UNSFJ..ECTED 

FUNCTION BARS but unblock 

SELECTED FUNCTION BAR moves 
forward to let 

FUNCTION PAl<JL drop over rear of 

SELECTED FUNCTION BAR 

Rl'SET BAIL BLADE moves to the 
rear to operate 

SELECT1� FUNCTION B� moves 

FUNCTION PA\,!L moves 

FUNCTION LEVER actuates 
assosciated 

FUNCTION MECHANISt{ or CONTACT 
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SPACING TINE 

TINES 

BAR 
FUNCTION 

1 

I-- /2.,/:, 
,, f-) 

SECTION P70.035 

... FRONT OF 
MACHINE 

TOP VIEW 

f SPACING 

�co!E:::o 

t:::lmC' -a--- SUP- PRINT 
--- ... .,.._ ___ 4 
..__. ......... ....... ---· 

-e---- 5 > 6 UNIT CODE 

c::m:r: _,._ __ 2 
c::�..... 3 

� ..,. COMMON 

t=�r:: _,__ __ 0 - SELECT 
-�- -...-- S- lTRS-FIGS CASE 

END VIEW 

EACH TINE MAY BE FORMED TO PERMIT OPTIONAL SELECTION WHEN . 
THE ASSOCIATED CODE BAR IS-TOWARD THE lEFT (MARKING) OR 
RIGHT (SPACING). .SELECTION IS PERMITiED IN EITHER CASE 

IF THE TINE IS OMITTED. 

Fig. :3 .. Function Bar · 
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CLI/l'CH F1!EK TO ROTA'!II 

S!I:TlON 1"70,0)5 

rallD 
c=-
-=-

1. 

I 
FUIIJTION BAR BLOOXJ!D 
81 CODE BARS 

FlO. l. - Oporatioh of a Pr'inter FunotiOh 

SI!CTION 1"70,035 

P.OO. ACTUATES FUIIJTION LEVER I!R 

Fm. ) - Operation of a Printer FunoUon 

J.. .. JZ.7· 
2 

SICTlOJI 1'10.035 

Fm, 2- OporatioD ot a Print.,. '-U011 

3 4 

lll!llTlOII 1"10;035 

~ 
Fm. 4 - Oporatit��� of a Primer Funoticn 

�· ·  
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UNIVERSAL FUNCTION BAR 153440 J..• /28 

MARKING TINESf ySPACING TINES 
SUPPRESSIO!'! 

4TH PULSE 
I ST PULSE 
5TH PULSE 
2 NO PULSE 
3RD PULSE 

ZERO 
FIGS.-LTRS 

SIDE VIEW FRONT VIEW 

A 8 c 0 E 

K L M N 0 

u v w X y 

F 

p 

z 

G 

Q 

H I 

R./ S 

J 

T 

FIGS. LTRS. CR. LF. 

4-
1 
,� 
� 
� 

SPACE BLANK UNIVERSAL PRINT NON PRINT SELECT N ON SELECT 

FIGS. L E T TE RS 
CASE CASE 

KEY 

OR CASE CASE CASE CASE 
(COMMON) O R  

(STUNT CASE) 

NOT£: A function bar cod ed for a 

particular c haracter can be coded 
in addition for print or non/

print 
case, Select or non-select case> 
Figs. or Ltrs. Case, or any 
combination th er eof. 

D BREAK OUT TINE 
• LEAVE lN TINE 
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LATCHING PilO.lmTioN 

SUBSEQUENT 
UPWARP 
MOTION � 

NORMAL i 
POSITION 

INTI'� 
DOW�ARD A � _ 
MOTIO�[� 

STRIPPER 

BLADE 

,... .• . ,.,..... 

((IN NON OPERATED POSITION· FtmCTION · 

BAR BLOOKED BI �TION AT ux•) 

Fig. l4 ..., Seqlient1aJ Selection_.� a Funetion 

� . � � 

"FlGSif FUNCTION BAR 

FJ 
� 
� ,.... 

• 

� � • 

a ... 
VI 

\J 
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AN STUNT BOX 
SELECTI)TE CALLING 

I-- 1 ?to 

LBM 12/56 

With the exception of a few specialized applications, the Bell 
System arrangement ( AN ) is becoming the standard for Model 28 Selective 
Calling. It must be remembered, however, that the �N Stunt Box arrangement 
is merely one of the, virtually limitless, ways in which the Stunt Box 
may provide Selective Calling. 

In the AN arrangement there is a four step procedure bringing 
printers in and, later, taking them out of selection. The steps are: 

1. Condition = 
2. CDC ( Call Directing Code 1 = 
3. End of Address = 
4� End of I>fessage = 

FIGS - H - LTRS 
U - LTRS 
C.R. - L.F. - LTRS 
FIGS - H - LTRS 

A LTRS combination follows the selecting combination in each of the four 
steps indicated above. Except in the case of the busy light ( explained 
below ) , this LTRS combination serves only to introduce a time lag because 
there are no LTRS function bars associated with' the condition, CDC, EOA or 
EOM sequences. If, by accident, the printer were left in figures, this 
LTRS oomQination, after step 2, �ould return the tyPebox to its normal 
position. In step 2, only one CDC was indicated ( 1U1 ) . This character. 
is in every Stunt Box and is used for a universal call. The three slots 
adj�cent to this character are left open for the insertibn of the desired 
CDC1s. Normally, for 1 to 20 printers, one CDC should be sufficient; frot'(l 
�0 to 400: 2; and from 400 on up: 3. In any·event, the c)laracters 'M', 10', 
'T', 'V' should be avoided as CDC1s. 

OPERATION 

1. Condition - FIGS-H-LTRS 

2. CDC 

FIGS unlatches H and allows it to operate, if selected. H strips 
off the zero and suppression code bars, returning them to their 
marking position. The printer is now in the SELECT - NON-PRINT 
condition. 

The CDC shifts the suppression code bar spacing thus unblocking 
the typebox clutch.

· 
The printer is now in the SEL�CT- PRINT 

< ' 
condition. 
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AN c::tunt Box - 2 

End of Address - C.R. - L.F. - LTRS 

( .After sten # 2 it is possible to begin transmitting. Hm·.rever, 
if the character, which hBd been assigned as a CDC.of another 
printer, were hit, it too would start copying because, at this 
stage, all printers in the circuit are in the SELECT condition. 
Consequent�, an EOA must be transmitted to block unselected 
printers. ) 

C.R. unlatches L.F. and allows it to operate, if selected·. 
L .F. shifts the zero code bar to a spacing position. The 
selected machine is now in NON-S��CT - PRINT condition 
while all others are in Non-Select - Non-Print. 

( Because the zero code bar is in the non-select, spacing 
position while traffic is being received, AN printers are 
not equipped with automatic C.R./L.F. which opera.tes off 
the zero code bar in a s:,:>acing �)osition. ) 

End of Hessage - FIGS - H - LTRS 

Same as condition code. If the Snd of MessGge combination had 
previous� been transmitted, the first step, condition, serves 
on� as insura.nce. 

SWITCHES ( Slots 25 through 28 ) 

Slot#: 25: Standard u.c. 18' which will operate t:-te sig
,
na.l bell. ( N/0 ) 

Slot # 26: A N/ C switch that will shut-off the printer's Busy Lamp upon 
receipt of either the condition or F�M sequence. Inasmuch 
as the operator will always send a LTRS combination, this 
slot requires aiLTRS function bar. If there were no function 
bar, the light would go back on when the stripper blade went 

down. 
Slot I 27: A.N/C switch associated ��th a SPACE function bar and in series 

with slot � 26 and the Busy Lamp. Upon transmission of a SPACE 
( approx. every five cheracters ), this contact causes the Busy 
Lamp to flash. 

Slot ff 28: A N/o switch connected to the Copy Lamp. Operates when the 
nrinter goes in to the S'SLECT - PRINT condition. 
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(All numbers preceeded by 15-) 

SLOT# 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

Space 
Figs. 
Ltrs. 

c.R. 

FUNCTION 
BAR 

'U' (SEL.) 

Ont. CDC (SEL.) 

Figs. 
U.C. 'H' 

C:.R. 
L.F. 
Blank 
L.F. 

U.C. 'S' (PRINT) 
Ltrs. 

�. 

AN ( Bell ) STUNT BOX ;,RH.hNGEH��NT 

1t. 
7T 

5129 
2666 
2665 

2667 
5120 

2666 
2673 

2667 
2668 
2669 
2668 

:3437 
�665 

LEVER 

2642 
2641 

II 

2641 
2298 

" 

2121 
4647 

2121 
2298 
2641 

" 

2641 
4646 

LATC"ri 

2660 
.. 

" 

266o 
2089 

II 

4613 
266o 

4613 
2089. 
2660 

" 

2660 
4613 

sw. 

N/0 
N/C 

� �� �� 

L. 5.1',:,. 

11/28/56 

SHIFT 
FORK PURPOSE 

yes Unshift on Space -
yes Figs. Shift 
yes Ltrs. Shift 

C.R. 

yes Shift Supp. Spacing = P�INT 

II If 

Unlatch u.c. 'H' 

Oper� 154669 Rod w/Jl=Cond.&�OM 

Unlatch 14 
yes Shift zero spacing=non-select 

Space suppression on BU lT'\' 
" " " single L. F. 

Bell 
Busy la.mn - off on '!:011 

t" 

� 

� 
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AN Stunt Box - 2 

SLOT #= 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
j9 
40 
41 
42 

FUNCTION 
B.t.R �I > 

Space 5129 
Uni v. (PRINT�SEL) 5126 

Figs. 2666 
U.C. 1H' 2673 

Blank 2669 
" " 

t.F. (non-PRINT) 5130 

t.r. (PRINT) 3435 

LEVER 
2642 
2298 

2121 
4647 

2121 
2642 

,, 

2642 

'� 

LATCH 
266o 
2089 

4613 
2660 

4613 
2660 

It 

2660 

:� 

SHIFT 
st-1. FORK 
N/C 
N/0 

.� 
>' 

�> 
�� 

PURPOS� 
Busy light �nterrupt on SPACE 
Copy Light after CDC 

Unlatch 31 
See 11 

Double Blank Lock w/36 
" 

KYbd. Lock in non-PRINT 

L.F. 

� � - - - - - � - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- --- ---- ---------- -- - -"--

All use: 

1�26.$3 - P!.t-tl 
4'(0:3 - Furt�. Bal' Sp:t'ing 
1,54690 .. Pawl '' 

90.517 .. t.ever it 

Pri.nt - Select 
Non-Print - Select 
Prin.C- Non-Select 
Non-Print - Non-Select 

SUPP. 

s 
M 
s 
M 

� 

M 
·M 
s 
s 

,_ 
l 

-

""> 

w 
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KEYBOARD UNIT 

RELATED ADJUSTMENTS 
.HODEL 28 I-'RINTER 

Selector lever guide adj. 
None 

Rocker bail detent adj. 
Rocker extension adj. 
Flutter lever adj. 

Rocker extension adj. 
Flutter lever adj. 

Detent toggle stop bracket adj. 
Intermediate lever stop plate adj. 
Flutter lever adj. 

Intermediate lever .. !top plate adj. 
Detent toggle stop bracket adj. 
Flutter lever adj. 

Flutter lever adj. 
None 

Clutch stop lever adjo 
None 

�h shoe lever adj. 
None 

Code b� bail adjustin��crew adj. 
None 

Code lever bail ad.l. ' 
None 

Non-repeat lever adj. 
None 

Keylever lock ball channel and lock ball end plaz adj . 
Code lever bail latch lever eccentric adj. 
Code lever bail non-repf,U�.t extension adj. 
Code lever spring tension 

Code l�ver bail latch lever eccentric adj� 
Code lever bail non-repeat extension adj. 
Ke,ylever lock ball channel and ball end p!� adjo 

Code lever bail non-repeat extension adj. 
»one 

· 

Code lever guide adj. 
None 

Code bar bail bumper adj. 
None 
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Code bar latch adj. 
None 

Code bar bounce bracket support screw adj. 
None 

Generator contact adj. 
None 

Intermed!ate gear, bracket 
Time delay mechanism position 

Selector armature adj. 
Selector magnet bracket adj. 
Selector clutch stop arm adj. 

Selector magnet'bracket adl! 
Selector clutch stop arm adj. 

Selector clutch drum adjo 
None 

Transfer lever __ �ccentric adj. 
Intermediate arm backstop bracket adj, 
Shift lever link guide adj. 

Intermediate arm backstop bracket adj, 
None 

Shift lever drive arm ad1, 
Shift lever· link guide adj, 

Shift lever link guide adj. 
None 

Selector clutch stop arm adj, 
None 

Code bar clutch trip lever adj, 
None 

Functi9n clutch trip lever aqj� 
None 

Clutch trip shaft set collars adj, 
None 

Spacing clutch trip lever adj. 
None 

Line feed clutch trip lever eccentric post adj. ' 
Une teed clutch trip lever adjus.ting screw a.dj, 

Line feed clutch trip lever apjusting screw adj, 
Line teed clutch t�ip lever eccentric post adj, 
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rype box clutch trip lever eccentric post adj, 
None 

!zPe box clutch trip lever adl: 
None 

Clutch,§hOe lever adj , 
None 

Clutch drum P2sition adj. 
None 

Spacing gear clearance adj. 
None 

�.� phasing ad.i. 
Left hand margin 
Right margin 
Automatic carriage return arm adj. 
Margin indicating lamp adj. 

Line feed clutch phasing adj1 
Line feed spur gear detent eccentric adj. 

Rocker shaft left bracket adj,1 
Rocker shaft bracket eccentric stud adj . 
Right vertical positioning lever ecc�ntric stud adj. 
Left vertical positioning lever eccentric stud adj. 
Spacing trip lever bail cam plate adj. 
Reversing slide extensions adj. 
Shift slide drive linkage adj. 
Vertical positionipg lock lever adj. 
Printing track adj. 
Printing arm adj. 
Ribbon feed lever stop bracket adj. 
Function stripper blade arms adj. 

Rocker shaft bracket eccentri�-��d ad.11 
Right vertical positioning lever eccentric stud adj. 
Left vertical positioning lever eccentric stud adj. 
Spacing trip lever bail cam plate adj . 
Reversing. slide extensions adj. 
Shift slide drive linkage adj. 
Vertical positioning lock lever adj. 
Printing track adj. 
Printing arm adj. 
Ribbon feed lever stop bracket adj. 
Function stripper blade arms adj . 

Right vertical FQSitionihg l�ye��ccentric stud adj. 
Left vertical positioning lever eccentric stud adj. 
Vertical positioning lock lever adj. 
Ribbon feed lever st0p bracket adj. 
Function stripper blade arms adj. 
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Left vertical positioning lever eccentric stud adj. 
Vertical positioning lock lever adj. 
Ribbon feed lever stop bracket adj. 
Function stripper blade arms adj. 

Spacing trip lever bail cam plate adj. 
None 

Shift code bar operating mechanism adj. 
None 

Function reset bail blade adj. 
Carriage return lever adj. 

Reversing slide adjusting stud ad.1. 
Shift slide drive linkage adj. 

Reversing slide extension adj. 
Shift slide drive linkage adj. 

Shift slide drive linkag� 
Rocker shaft bracket eccentric stud adj. 
Right vertical positioning lsver eccentric stud adj. 
Left vertical positioning lever eccentric stud adj. 
Spacing trip lever bail cam plate adj. 
Reversing slide extensions adj. 

· 

Vertical positioning lock lever adj.). 
Printing track adj . ( 
Printing arm adj .. 
Ribbon feed lever stop bracket adj. 
Function stripper blade arms adj. 

Vertical positioning lock lever adj. 
None 

Oscillating rail clamp slide position adj .. 
Printing carriage position adj. 
Shift linkage adj. � 
Lett hand margin adj. 
Right margin adj. 
Automatic carriage return arm adj. 
Margin indicating lamp adj. 

Carriage wire rope adj. 
Oscillating.rail slide position adj. 
Printing carriage position adj. 
Left hand margin adj. 
Right margin adj. 
Automatic carriage return arm adj. 
Margin indicating lamp adj. 

TYpe box carriage roller adj, , 
Printing hammer stop bracket adj. 
Printing arm adj. 
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!7inting car�ia_ge lower roller adj, 
Printing track adj. 
Printing hruruner stop bracket adj. 
Printing arm adj, 

Carriage return spring adj. 
Dashpot vent screw adj. 

Carriag�__return latch bail adj. 
None 

Carriage return l�ver adj, 
None 

Dashpot vent screw adj, 
None 

Printing c�riag�_E9sition adj. 
Shift linkage adj. 

Shift linkage adj, 
None 

. Printing h��r bearing stud adj. 
None 

Printing track adj. 
Printing arm adj, 

Printi.ruLJl�er stop bracket adj 1 
Printing arm adj. 

Print ing arm .adj, 
None 

Printing hammer operating bail spring adj. 
Printing arm adj. 

I 

Left hand margin adj1 
Ri ght margin adj. 
Automatic carriage return arm adj. 
Margin indicating lamp adj. 

Right margin adj. 
None 

. Ribbon reverse spur gear agj._ 
Ribbon reverse detent adj. 

Ribbon rever!Je_�c!_etent ad.h 
None 

Ribbon feed lE!,ver stop bracket adj. 
None 
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Line �eed sEur gear detent eccentric adi� 
None 

Function stri£per blade arms adj. 
None 

Single-do�e line feed lever adj� 
None 

�atic carriage returrL¥-lll adJ� 
None 

� �aightener collar_ {i_£,h. 
None 

Pa12er finger adJ, 
None 

Bell or motor sto�unction contacts adj� 
None 

Unshift on space func��on pawl adjo 
None 

Code bar detent adj� 
None 

Margin indicating lamp adj. 
None 
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MODEL L.8 PRINTER 

CLUTCH SEQUENCE CHART 

. 5 STOP 

$T/li{T I _ :�c l .l;�c,}�;I� __ jS 
z J 4 5 .STOP 

I � E 
I SElECTOR. S£ l£CTO/l. LEVEI<S OI'E/MTED CLUTcH� SE'LECTOR 

ENCrAGEJ CLUTCH 
DIS EN &.11fi,£.S 

ENGI11i£$ CODE 81/ll CLUTCH 

CODe. 811/ls'l. . / 
DISEN,II&.ES 

.JTRI(r 7iJ MbVE ;------" 
EN6116-£S TWO STOP rVI'I'cltoN CUJTCH 

D/SENGRt;ES 

£N�II�ES ONE' .STQP FVHCTIQN CLVTCI-/ DtS£JV{,R,fiS 

STHII(ES �R'' 7 PISENU��S nt�Nr ,.,...._.,] Elibii«S , TYI'EBOJl CLUTCH 

7YI'E PAU.ET 

SINirL£ LINE F££0 - Elft't;.II�S 
/)(JU81.£ {JNE F£1'/J --.l)o EN�H�G.S 

9/&A�ES SFRCfNG CLUTCH DIS£Jtlli.II€£S 

lJNE' FEED CLl!TcH 0/SEIV&J'I&.ES 
LJNE FEED CLUTCH IJIUNHNC.S 
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